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SJSU aids film maker
in ’A Touch of Wing’

Swim team in search
of a new head coach
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Whip
cracks
on loan
defaults
Ry Robert Lyon
Dady staff writer
Cracking down on students who default
on federally backed loans, the federal De
partment of Education unveiled regulations
this summer that will put the clamps on
schools und universities with high default
rates.
Congress. staring at $3 billion per year Ill
payments on interest and unpaid student
loans, passed legislation earlier this year
urging the department to get tougher with
defaulters.
"The default rate has been gradually in
creasing over the years to the point where
Congress became. alarmed," said Donald
Ryan, director (it SJSU’s Financial Aid Office.
The federal government acts as a cosigner
on certain student loans paying the interest while a student is enrolled in school and
the balance if a student defaults. Ryan said.
But the new regulations will not have
much effect on SJSU. Ryan added.
’We AEC not going to be allected by these
limitations because our default rate is well
below 20 percent." he said. "Last year it
was K.28 percent, which is very low "
Sch(x)Is and universities whose default
rates reach 20 percent or higher. though,
will face more stringent restrictions.
Once the default rate reaches 20 percent,
the school or university will be required to
implement a default reduction plan to be approved by the secretary of the Department (il
Education. according to a newsletter by the
National Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators.
If the rate reaches 30 percent. schools will
he required to delay disbursement of funds
until 30 days into the semester to ensure students are not withdrawing from their
classes, Ryan said. And at 40 percent.
schools run the risk of limitation. suspension or termination of federally hacked
loans.
The new regulations, which will be illiplemented Oct. I . will have a minor effect
on !USU. Ryan said. All schools will he required to begin entrance and exit counseling
to students obtaining Stafford loans ( formerly guaranteed student loans) and Supplemental tA)ans for Students.
Entrance counseling is for first-time bor
rowers and is designed to emphasize the se
riousness of the repayment obligation and
describe the consequence% of default. Ryan
%aid.
&NU already’ provides entrance counsel
mg and will begin exit counseling by the
Oct. I deadline. Ryan said. Exit counseling
will remind students of their obligation to
repay their loans
The Financial Aid Office also uses brochures and other information pamphlets to
bat default, Ryan said.
help c
But some SJSU students do fail to repay
their loans, said Ray Shoemaker. assistant
director of financial aid.
See A/1), Page X
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Finishing touches

Reptile samples
focus of case

N Hen Weinberg
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Augie l’iedersen %stork on the Tosser Hall fountain, scheduled to he working in two vveeks

Beleaguered campus fountain
may finally flow in two weeks
Ry Elena NI. Donavan
Dady stall writer
University administrators said last
spring that they. hoped to have construction on the Tower Hall fountain completed
by May commencement ceremonies
But the crew working on the fountain
last week demonstrated that another deadline has come and gone.
Spring. I 4g9 graduates did not get to
witness the fountain in its full -flowing
splendor.
However, officials plan to have it in
working condition in approximately iv.
Mohammed
to
according
weeks.

(jay ()win. associate executive %ICC president of Facilities. lkvelopment and Operations.
Last year. student% and alumni participated in a pledge drive to raise funds to
renovate the dried-up fountain.
However. the drive was not as successful as some had hoped.
Pledge paytnents are still being received
from students and alumni who committed
to the cause last year. said Robert !tinge.
director ()I’ the Development Office and
University Relations.
But the slow rate of incoming donations
has been the main blockade in completing

the retimation (il the fountain.
"The lulfillinent tate in these types of
fund-raisers are never as good as one
would expect.’" he said "But we didn’t
expect the payments to he a% light as they
have been
Ringe also said lie believes students and
aluinni will he pleased with the new fountain. especially because of the granite
bricks (called pavers) that V1111 feature
etched names of students and faculty.
"Anyone can purchase a payer and
have hi% or her name engraved right on
it. Ringe said
See FOUNTAIN, Page 8

Four SJSU dorms receive
half-million dollar face lift

Joe R

- Dady staff photographer

Freshman Dina Johnson reads in her newly -renovated Allen Hall room

By Valerie Junger
Daily staff writer
Some SJSU students won’t he returning
to their old residence hall% this fall.
The housing department has spent the entire summer and nearly half a million dollars
renovating them.
Washburn. Allen, Markham and West
residence halls all have been in the process
of acquiring a new look.
According to Fred Najjar. director of the
housing department. the work was extensive
and included: new carpeting in Allen,
Washburn and Markham halls: new water
faucets in West Hall, replacement of 400
mattresses: remodeling of two bathrooms in
Washburn Hall: and new furniture in Allen
and Markham halls.
"There is a dramatic difference. and I
think the students will he extremely
pleased,’ Najjar said. ’I’m surprised that
we were able to do that much w (irk .
"We were working up until the lirst day
of classes. but it vvas worth all the difficul-

ties we had to put up with - Pete liugnatto. resideikx
dd% iser in
Washburn Hall, said he ha% received a lot of
posime comments from students and is personally pleased with the changes.
"W’e are getting new handicap facilities
in the bathrooms and are awaiting our turn
as far a% new furniture goe... he said.
"In Washburn, the changes have been
really good. It looks 100 percent better."
But while some of the hall% have already
been renovated. others will have to wait.
Most of the renovations in West Hall
should take place next year. according to
Barbara Grant. assistant residence adviser.
But even though student.. in Allen Hall
will be enjoying new furniture this year.
they will have to wait for maintenance to
finish the rest of the renovation at a later
time.
"I wish they had already finished. but I
know they are extremely busy so irs OK.’
said Barbara Johnson. Allen Hall residence
adviser

By M.I. Khan
Daily staff writer
An S.ISU biology graduate student has
been indicted by a federal grand jury on suspicion of illegally collecting more than 300
protected reptiles over a four-year period.
John Jeffrey Roundy, 30, was not available to comment on his Aug. 18 indictment.
Flut, in a San Jose Mercury News article, he
acknowledged that he did not have the
proper permits.
He said that most of the animals were
dead "road kills’ he found on a trip through
the Southwest United States. according to
the news account. He was released on a
S10,000 bond.
In a separate but related case. federal officials have so far failed to file charges against
Thomas Balgooyen, a biology department
associate professor whose office and home
were searched by federal wildlife agents
May 3.
Leland B. Altsheuler. an assistant U.S.
attorney general involved with the case,
would only say that the investigation is
continuing.
Balgooyen did not return telephone calls
this week.
Last May he told the Spartan Daily that
"all the specimens were taken with legal
permits."
"It was a total mistake on the agency’s
part." he said.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton issued a
statement concerning Boundy and Balgooyen Thursday.
"The activities in question are those of
individuals acting on their own and were not
undertaken tor
See BIOLOGY . Page

Long-awaited
theater sign
finally built
By Todd A. Haynes
Daily staff writef

If you thought it took a long time to get
the Rec Center built. ask Bob Jenkins, former SJSU director of theater. about the department’s new marquee.
Located in front of Hugh Gillis Hall, near
the intersection of San Fernando and Fifth
streets. the marquee was completed last
May, some 19 years after it was initially
proposed in 1970
so long ago that Jenkins cannot recall who first proposed the
project.
The colorful sign, designed and built by
Sun Graphics in Fremont. was funded in
part by Asstx:iated Students. Of the S10.000
budgeted. $2.500 was donated by A.S..
which loaned the theater another S2.500.
The retnaining S5.(XX) was raised through
box office receipts from the University
’Theatre.
Unlike other recent constructions at
SJSU, the marquee came in under hudget. It
actually cost "S9,760, give or take a c:ouple
bucks." Jenkins said.
"We are a pay-as-you-go pan of the university. he said. "The marquee was paid
for from box office sales and some very appreciated help from the A.S."
Jenkins said that very few students know
where the theater is. and the new sign will
increase student awareness. The sign is designed to advenise current shows to traffic
along San Fernando Street. and Jenkins
hopes it will pay for itself within two years.
See MARQUEE. Page 8

Editor’s Note
The Spartan Daily is taking a week
off due to the Labor Day holiday.
The next issue of the Daily will appear next Wednesday
See you next week
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y MMEDIATELY after cutting a "deal"
’with Baseball Commissioner Bart
Giamatti, Pete Rose was seen
nationally selling autographed bats,
pictures and other memorabilia on a home
shopping show.

Editorial

What is Rose trying to tell baseball
fans’?
Is he telling baseball fans the game has
become so cheap and commercialized that
the only reason to play is to see how many
bucks one can get out of it’?

Fountain still
needs help
IF Tower Hall fountain is nearing comTIpletion and is expected to be flowing for
commencement services in May. Finally.
Students and faculty alike protested for
more than two years when one of this catnpus’s
major landmarks was shut off by SJSU President Gail Fullerton. Fullerton claimed it was a
safety hazard and insisted the water would be
turned back on when the problem was corrected. This would require redesign of the
fountain and replacement of damaged pipes beneath the fountain. Fullerton, however, refused
to use university funds to accomplish this operation.
This did not prevent students from taking
charge ol the project. With the donations of
students. faculty and alumni, the fountain is
ready to flow again. But the task is not yet
complete. There are still expenses that need to
be covered.
Those interested in contributing can make
donations to the Fountain Foundation in the Associated Students Business Office in the Student Union.
For $25. contributors can place their names
in cetnent inside the fountain and be forever
embodied on campus.
Promised donations are coming in slowly
and new donations tire even slower.
Everyone can do his or her part. Please give
generously.

Letters
Speech paints unrealistic picture
Editor,
U.S. Sen Moynihan told the graduating class of Syracuse University this year that totalitarianism is ending:
"It IllearlS )till aren’t going to go to war: you aren’t
going to die bettor ever having lived; civilization is not
going to die
But while politicians speak nobly of a better world to
come. we’re reminded daily of a planet that \ dying from
heing raped by mercenaries who’ve legitimized slavery
in making society dependent upon the production mills
of panaceas of procreation
But the senator’s letter to his constituents in New
York entitled. "A terrible beauty is born." referring to
those resisting totalitarianism. failed to mention the basis
of our system: "Obey them that have the rule over you."
(Hebrews 13:17 KJ)
Way lie Johnson

Help with English needed by all
Editor.
Thank you I’m glad Fin hack tix). Your letter of
welcome served the dual purprse of scolding The Spartan Bookstore tor wilding out a grammatical error "one
inch high and nine inches long."
Thank you again
However. you might look up the word "recieved" in
the dictionary - apparently. what your roommate did to
the mail in order to get this big grammatical error. You
will find the word is spelled r-e-c-e-i- v -e -d.
At any rate. I can’t claim the credit for noticing this
mistake mysell. It w as printed out to me by a pmfessor
on the first day of school. He was threatening point reof which I am a
duction or worse should his class
part --- get our i’s and e’s mixed up in the papers we crep’s
and
qs,"
your
he said in so
ate for him "Watch
many words
I realize my professor has the welfare of the class in
his heart as we cower into perfect -paper submission before him. He is keeping us on the write track.

Catherine Franke

A cool
Jackson’s
next move

Rose thinks he is a legend and that the
rules of baseball don’t apply to him. He
still says he never gambled and now
believes that in a year’s time baseball will
reinstate him.
According to Rose, he did his part to
get into the Hall of Fame: most hits 4,256,
most games played 3,562, most at -bats
14,053, most singles 3,215.

--1-004,
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You wonder if he’s also entered in a
category for the most money bet on
baseball by any active player’? Anyone
want to bet’?
The Baseball Writers Association of
America, the organization that elects Hall
of Famers, considers when voting
"integrity, sportsmanship, character (and)
contribution to the team or teams on which
he played," according to a report in the
San Jose Mercury News. The association
should also consider the effect the player
has had on the institution of baseball, from
the fans’ viewpoint.

NotY-impt.E cf me-U-1V
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Vacation time for the President:
not very much play
A lot of
work7

By Walter Mears
Associated Press
WASHINGTON
really begrudges presidents their
vacations. After all, the man who
holds the job never is really oft duty.
anyhow. Nor is he ever off stage.
even on holiday.
But presidential day% away are
watched and counted as though an
office bookkeeper were making
sure an employee hadn’t overstayed
his quota of paid v acation v..eeks
There isn’t any limit tor presidents,
of course. They set their own
schedules I’m their breaks from the
office routine, and the office travel,
with them.
President Bush is ending the wc
ond week of a three-week v acatiiiii
at Kennehunkport, Maine. his family retreat since boyhood. "For
Barbara and me this has been a delightful vacation. a place that we
love very much." said Bush. who
has been more talkative and more
accessible than most al he. modem
predecessors were vs hen vacationing.
As president. Ronald Reagan
spent vacations in the isolated pn
vacy of his 6814 -acre ranch near
Santa Barbara. Calit During eight
years in office, he spent 335 days at
the ranch.
Jimmy Carter v acationed at St
Simons Island. and later at Sapelo
Island. oil the Georgia coast. rent
ing retreat, there Fie also spent
some (il hi% breaks at home in
Plains. Ga.. which enloyed something irl’ a tounst hoom during his
single term
Gerald R Ford v ’sited %%id,
Colo.; Richard M. Nixon bought
himself a place in Key Biscayne.
Fla.. and later switched coasts to
San Clemente. Calif. Lyndon B.
Johnson had his LIU Ranch in
Kennedy’s vaTexas And John
cation White House was the family
compound of oceanfront homes in
Hyannisport. Mass.. on Cape Cod

WASHINGTON I AP)
Jesse Jackson
is relaxed. One of Washington’s newest
residents. he is biding hi+ time. Gone for
the moment is the fiery preacher of the
campaign trail. hut the provocative
language remains.
Fits voice low, wearing blue jeans and
boots. the two-time presidential candidate
dodges questions about his political future.
especially about talk that he will run for
mayor of Washington next year.
Jackson has moved his home and office
from Chicago to the capital. but that’s as lar
as heIl commit himself publicly. "It \ not
an appropriate time to discuss’ a mayoral
hid. he says.
But he drops tantalizing hints. "I’m not
interested in being a may or under
occupation. That’s not very attractive." he
said Does that mean he won’t run for
mayor? Theres no race in 19)49. is the

Analysis
ale a, lux_
Piesidentiat s a, at
.I C.
the presiin ions. and al I
dent w ants them to be
Bush has been golfing, boating.
fishing. often commenting on what
he called "a total vacation." But he
also held a news conference at his
Walker’s Point home. invited two
hOUSC guests.
prime minister%
and said he’d he working with some
Cabinet members this week on the
drug -fighting program that will he
announced Sept 5
While a v acationing president
has some White House work to do
and aides at hand he
each day.
cause there’s more where that came
from -- recent ones seem to have
broken the old pattern in which a
sheaf
of announcements was
trundled along on the holiday. to be
rationed out one at a time to give
the impression that decisions were
flowing daily
Security can be a costly problem,
especially when the presidential retreat is close by. tourist terrnory.. as
Bush’s is and as Kennedy \ was
When the vacation White House
came to Hyannisport. the neighbors
met in a village church and considered asking that the streets be
blocked off to bring hack their
peace and quiet -num didn.! happen
except at the Kennedy compound
Bush said last week he hopes his
Kennehunkpon neighbors hay en’t
been inconvenienced Fie also said
he hopes C’ongres, w ill vote lunds
to help pay local M.. iirity expenses
"There’s no question that there \
security burden placed on this small
community here and, indeed. some
of the %Uri-Minding Comfiltlifilies. by
the presence la the president." he
said
The president said he feels safe
and comfortable in his Maine surroundings. although "I can’t stroll

answer.
Jackson calls Washington "the cradle of
democracy and the last dotnestic U.S.
colony. ’’
What he means is that the District of
Columbia is a city controlled by Congress.
Although district residents can vote for
president. they have only one nonvoting
delegate in the House (il Representatives.
Jackson wants Vv’ashingion to become
the 51st or 52nd state. depending on
whether Puerto Rico votes for statehood
when a plebiscite is held there in 1991.
"Congress is an occupying power. It can
appropriate land. restrict the budget The
mayor is under occupation.’
There is very little sympathy in Congress
for Jackson’ s old friend Irom the days of
thew 1960s civil rights marches. Mayor
Marion Barry.
The three -term mayor has been dogged

A

as - you know. quite as Ireely as I
used to before I was in government
work."
"What bothers me a little bit is
that you just can’t jump in the car
over there and drive downtown ...
hut that goes with the territory."
The territory’ also seenis to include questions about luxury and
isolation from average people.
When Bush was asked one last
Wednesday. he said he’s doing his
best to keep in touch.
" I e got a lot of friends from all
vr. all., of life and. you know, there
1, a little tendency in this job to get
1,01ated ...." he said. "But I dont
think people feel anything other
than isn’t it nice to have a good vacation And I try to have as much
coma.. as I can.
Bush has spent vacations at Kennebunkport all his life. missing only
the years of his World War II service. His first presidential vacation
had to he one of his better ones. certainly more relaxed than the break
he took while trying to get to the
White House.
He looked back after getting
what should rank as the perfect
question for a vacation news con Errol, e Why do the polls show that
American% think he’s doing a great
tubs.’
"Thank you for asking that question ...." he smiled. "But these
In the sununer of
things change
he Wil% the Republican presidential nominee. lagging in the
polls and in need of a comeback.
"Look. you’re looking at a guy
v.110 V, a standing on this lawn
about .1 year ago at this tinie ... and
the numbers were qUile different. in
a different setting. a different situation. What goes up can come

waiter R. Mears, vice president
and columnio for The .4 s wretated
Press. has reported on Wa%longton
told national politic% tor wore than
25 wars.

because of
suspension
suspicion of gambling on baseball is
a sour end to an otherwise great
career. His insistent fighting with the
National League president will leave a bad
taste in baseball fans’ mouths every time
they view his career as a player or
manager.
ROSE’S

The behind -the-scenes deal with
Giamatti ended in suspension for life, but
Rose publicly sustained his cowardly
denial of gambling on baseball.
Every nostalgic item sold involving
Rose and baseball drags the American
pastime through the muck. It cheapens the
game and takes away from the miracles
and fantasies fulfilled by Major League
Baseball.
Maybe if Rose accepted his fate when
it was first dealt him, instead of fighting
and dragging baseball down with him,
there would not be such a dark blemish on
the ’89 season.
Hopefully the pennant races and
stories like Dave Dravecky’s will be
remembered more then Pete Rose’s
career-ending decision. !doubt it.
No doubt two movies will be made
from this season: The Dave Dravecky
Story and The Rise and Fall of Charlie
Hustle.
Greg Haas is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

Letters Policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the editor We
reserve the right to edit them for space, gramniar, spelling and libel. Letters can be delivered to the Spartan
Daily newsmom in Wahlquist Library North Room 104
or at the Student Union inforrnation center.

hy questions about his behavior He has
been questioned about his association with
a Marl later convicted of selling drugs. And
two of his top aides have been convicted of
stealing from the city.
Washington’s record drug -related
killings. it% high infant mortality rate and
the city’s budget deficit have prompted
Congress to commission a critical study of
the capital’s management. Rather than
elevating it to statehood. it has been
suggested that the mayor he replaced by a
less -powerful city manager.
Jackson is appalled. He reels off
statistics. Alaska. Wyoming, Delaware,
Vermont and North Dakota have smaller
populations than Washington’s 6500X).
who pay federal taxes like everyone else.
’This is taxation without representation
Even Beijing and Moscow are represented

4

in their legislatures," Jackson said.
With an area 468.25 square miles, the
district would be less than one tenth the
size of Rhode Island, by far the smallest of
the 50 states.
Jackson, who ha% never held public
office, has %aid he will not challenge Barry.
but political observers suggest the
beleaguered mayor may step down some
time next year and leave Jackson a clear
field.
That, in turn, could preclude a third bid
by Jackson for the Democratic Pany’s
presidential nomination in 1992.
But Jackson refuses to be drawn into
such speculation.
"I stand a good chance of winning the
(presidential) nomination if I ch(x)se to run
in 1992. he said. "I’m on an upward
curve.
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Obituaries

Earl Strohbehn, retired prof
By Mary It. Callahan
Day man writer
Members of SiSll’s St:his)! ol Etiucation said farewell to a friend and
esteemed colleague Thursday
the
day memorial services were held for
Dr. Earl F. Strohbehn.
Dr. Strohbehn, professor emeritus
of education, died Aug. 16 of a massive heart attack in San Jose. He was
77 and was buried Aug. 19 in Whitney, Neb.
Dr. Strohbehn served on the faculty of SJSU for 22 years, teaching
in the School of FAlucation. departments of secondary education and
instructional technology, and serving as chairman of the Graduate Degree Curriculum Committee for education from 1970 to 1972. He retired
from SJS11 in December of 1977.
Colleagues of Dr. Strohhehn de-

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to GJSU student, faculty and staff organizations at no charge
Forms may be obtained in the Spartan
Daily office. Room 104. Wahlquist Library
North, at San Fernando and Fourth
streets. or at the Student Union Information Center No phoned-in items will be accepted The deadline is noon for the following day’s Daily. Fnday noon for
Monday’s Daily
The Daily will attempt to enter each item
a day before the event, as well as the day
of the event Limited space may force a reduction in the number of insertions

TODAY
Fantasy
Strategy Club: Open
gaming, all invited, 6 p.m., Student
Union Costanoan Room. Call 9247097.

scribed hini as a man sit boundless
energy anti abundant ideas ss hi) vsas
quick to accept extra prows is and re
sponsibilitws that came his say
"He used to sas No matter hos%
long it takes, I’m going to do it
right/ " said Harold Hailer. proles
sor til instructional technology and a
friend of Dr. Strohbehn since 1946.
And he was devoted to the field of
education.
Dr. Strohbehn was also a "great
teacher" who was particularly fond
of teaching introductory course work, through which he inspired future educators. said Ronald Hunt.
also an instructional technology teacher. Dr. Strohbehn took a special
interest in foreign students who
came to SJSU to stutly American educational techniques. he said.
In addition to his teaching responsibilities. Dr. Strohhehn conducted
community resource workshops III
Pennsylvania. Ontario. Illinois and
California. and has been a visiting
professor ol education and instnic
tional technology at the universities
of Saskatchewan. Calgary , Tennessee. Pittsburgh, Wisconsin. San
Francisco. Miami tin Ohio). and at
California State University, Sacramento and Central Washington State
College.
Dr. Strohhelin was horn and
raised in Treynor. Iowa, and received his undergraduate degree in
political science from the University
of Omaha 19310. He subsequent!),
obtained a masters degree in histoiN
from the University of Cincinnati
119401 and a doctorate in education
from the University of Tennessee
(1955).
He served as wallet principal
secondand csisich ai elemental s

ary schools in his home state of Iowa
and ss as director of Audio -Visual
Education and of Curriculum for
Lik Ridge Public
Tennessee’s
School, beton: ’,mom: the faculty of
S.ISII
. Strolthelin was an active participant in (iv it.. and community affair% whereser he lived and was a
member of numerous professional
organivations, including the National Education Association. Phi
IkIta Kappa. tlw American Asmwialion of University Professors, the
National Society for Study of FAiucalion and the Association for FAIUCa11011111 Communications and Techlimn his departure
nology AK I
Strolthehn and a kiIrom SJSI . I
los., profess, ii established a special
Mild ay.:toting sponsorship for U.S.
graduate students attending the national AECT consent ion each year.
After his retirement, Strohbehn
anti his %lie began spending winters
in their mobile home in MeSil, /VV.,
where they pursued hobbies such as
square dancing and 1)r. Strohhehn
coached a penant-winning senior
league baseball team, Hunt said.
The Strohbehns also traveled extensively within the United States
and abroad. visiting their many
wilds and acquaintances, he said.
Sirolibelin is surf !veil by his
ssite. !tele!) Hood Su-011)0in. and a
daughter. Jan Russell. both of San
Jose; a son. Jon Strohbelm, of Washington state; a brother. Donald
Strolibelin of Glendale; anti three
grandchildren. also ol Washington.
The family requests that any contributions ht. made to the Earl Stroh !whit Memorial Fund Instructional
Technologs Program, School of Education. SIst

Edgar Anderson, history prof
By Aldo Maruguni
Daily staff writer
One ot SA( I’s most prominent and renowned his-

tory professors died this St/111111er
Prolessor Edgar Anderson was killed in a car
dent July 5 outside of King City. He was 69.
Dr. Anderson, who taught here for the past 32
years, was known worldwide for his expertise on Baltic. Caribbean and Northern European history .
According to George Moore, chairman of the history depanment. several students from throughout the
country came to SJSU to study under Dr. Anderson.
’ He gave our history department here an international reputation." said Professor Irina Eichhorn,
who shared an office with Dr. Anderson. "He was
constantly getting phone calls and being invited to
conterences worldwide to speak."
Dr. Anderson immigrated to the United States
from the Baltic republic of Latvia in 1944 after fleeing the enemy during World War II. He began his college studies in Latvia and continued in Germany arid
Holland before receiving his doctorate from the University of Chicago in 1956.
Dr. Anderson came to SJSU in 1957 and was a
member of the Faculty F.arly Retirement Program,
which means he taught every othxr semester. a schedule which allowed him tittle to continue his research.
"F:tigar added so much to this department,"
Moore said. "He was always enriching and giving to
our department research he would he doing .
During his career. Dr. Anderson was invited to
address a Vatican audience and the Queen of England. and has been a visiting professor at universities
from Canada to New Zealand.
Because of his international status. he received
many eraints and ass ards that helped pay for the high

NEW
HALL TREE

Career Planning & Placement: On Campus Interview Program Orientation, 10:30 a.m., 12.30 p.m. and 2:30
p.m., Student Union Almaden Room.
Call 924-6010.
FRIDAY
Volleyball: Varsity vs. Alumni, 7:30
p.m., Spartan Gym. Call 924 -FANS.
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"He always had his students in this office, and he
liked his students and had bine for everyone." Etch horn said.
"Edgar went out of his way to he helptul.Moore said. "He was very generous with his knowledge and hi% time. ’
At the time of his death. Dr. Anderson was planning to attend a September conference in Paris and to
take part in a Slays: conference next summer.
A memorial service will he held for Dr. Anderson
at the Spartan Memorial ort Wednesday. Sept. 6 at
2:30 p.m. Students anti faculty are welcome.
"It’s going to he a celebration of an extraordinary’
life and a tribute to his achievements. values and
ideas." Eichhom said.
Students of Dr. Anderson will be reciting poetry
and other readings in the various languages he knew.
One student, Kent Hanson, will he performing an
original musical composition that he put together for
the service.
Dr. Anderson is survived by his wife, Ligita, of
San Jose, and sons Philip of San Jose and Raymond
of Sweden.
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Did you know that lireunem Furniture
has a rental return clearance center?
Now, you can purchase furniture.
returned from our rental division,
at fantastic prices.

SPECIAL OFFER

Whether you are looking for home or
office furniture, we have hundreds of
items arriving weekly.

NEW! Sofa/Love Seat
Groups

If you’re starling out. starting over,
or furnishing a second home or office,
come see the hundreds of items
returned to our 28.900 square foot
showroom.

NEW! 5-pc. Bedroom
Sets

$499

Framed
Pictures..

$399
25% off

NEW MATTRESSES

IS’here value Fr quality
are always on sale.

(408) 727-7365

TWIN SETS
FULL SETS
QUEEN SETS
KING SETS

’
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AUGUST. 30
7 & 10 P.M. $2 Admission
Morris Dailey Auditorium
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Though Dr. Anderson kepi busy with his research
and wat:hings, he st as known always to have time for
student% and faculty.

Come in today and save on quality
from Hreuners Surprise!
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costs of attending conferences. Among the institutions awarding grants to Dr. Anderson were the International Research and Exchange Board. the Hoover
Institute. the National Endowment ot the Humanities
and Ilte SJSU Foundation.
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1600 Duane Ave.
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OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPIST (OTR)
Parkside’s Psychiatric Unit
in the Concord area has an
immediate opportunity for a
qualified CfTR to become a
member of their interdisciplinary treatment
team. Responsibilities
include group programming and patient assessments. You will also have
the opportunity to help
develop our new open-door
psych unit program.
Along with growth potential,
Parkside offers a salary
commensurate with experience and an excellent
benefits package. For consideration, please contact:
Janet Goldbeck or Linda
at PARKSIDE MEDICAL
SERVICES, 1050 Marina
Village Parkway, Suite
200, Alameda, CA 94501.
An equal opportunity
employer m/f/h.
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Fashion Clothing Factory Outlet Sale
800/0 of all items under $15
Tops, Pants, Shorts, Sweats,
Sweaters, Jackets, Dresses,
Shoes, Accessories
Men Women
Children

Many More Famous Exclusives

Friday, Saturday & Sunday
September 1, 2, 3
9am-6pm

Old San Jose Convention Center
Free Admission

Free Drawing

Visa & MC Accepted
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Sports
Hopes for 89

SJSU soccer team
displays new look
Nlichelle Smith
()day staff writer
SJS1-% soccer team has 4 nev.
lik,k and nev. hoot! tor 1989
Ally, struggling IllrooP/I
2 In ie,oid in 198M . the Spaii.ins die
iestru, luting Duly two 1/1.11,V1N V.V1C
1E1,11111111111V

11/1.114 sEll1:141. /1111

roaming 1,1,es 11.1)e twen .xquited
to till out this se.14/111., roster.
I would say that we are not what
v. I

’All our competitors
are going to be real
strong. It is going to
be a real tough road
for anybody’

Ile.," Said head

Li%

\lenendez. relerraw to
his teani’s Ilan, es lot a conference
111,11,C1S. 11.
hard to
tale "X’s ith
tel I
heti the
\limeade,. w lio has
Spatial), tot to yea’s. sees his mid
Iield and Boni line impon.ing with
the addition ot seei,,1
V Naiad. a Minot llan,ler from
Mission (’,,Ilege could start in the
iekl, as , tad lames Ramirez. a
Se111111 transiei limn De Aiwa College Ramirez could also double as a
toiwaid
I,w thane. an All -Golden Gate
(*omelet’, e sele.iicai tor Chabot
College
I lay wait!, may till in at
...weeny’ In addition. Heck)! Unbe.
a tumor !kande, rom California
Stale I n el sii San Bernadino,a, a
potential skater at tot ward
Among a slew 01 new faces. the
iel% on the talent ol
Spartan. w
some returnee.
1 las
. who was injured
dining the se, ond game of the 1988
season. is back in a midfielder’s
spot. and Marc Baker, who also sat
out last season follow mg knee surget%
ill return for his senior season
Returning seniors SC011 Mach and
Juan Flores will also play key roles
in the Spartans’ game plan loi 1989.
Baker ’s younger brothei . Mike, is
entering his last 1/7.147111 1A 11h the
Spartans and is a "ye! y line prostlect ." according to Menendez.
San Francisco Slate liniversity
presents, sISI V.1111 114 11t41 opportunity tor a iiesli start Friday. ’The
Spartan% will play on the Gators’
home field at 1 t() p.m.
"I don’t featly know anything
;Mina San 1.iaticisco State,. ’ Menendez admitted
The Spartans next match will he
against the University of San Franisco on Sept 1 at Spartan Stadium.
( ;ante time is 2 p.m.
is a perennial power-

Julius Menendez,

hi I

SJSU Soccer Coach
house.’’ Menendez saki. ’Alley
[lase one ot the hest programs in the
country. It is going to he one of the
toughest teams they have faced all
And the road won’t get any easier.
"All our competitors are going to
be real strong," Menendez said. "It
is going to he a real tough road for
anybody "
SJSU ill compete in two different conlerences in its 21 -game 1989
schedule. As well as being part of
the Big West. it is also a member of
Pacific Soccer Conference North, a
dis ision which includes Stanford
rim Lasky. lIC-Berkeley. the Uniyersity 01 Santa Clara and California
State I/Diversity. lresno.
The Spartans laced Fresno State in
a preseason exhilation contest last
Saturday and were edged by the
Bulldog., i,2.
"They all count." Menendez said
of the exhibition loss and its effect
on the teran’s chances for a playoff
berth. ’They look at your overall record when they determine who
makes the playoffs."
SLY, was missing five players in
the preseason matchup The players
had not completed registration and
consequently were not carry mg the
required 1 2 units.
Menendez said the player. would
be eligible tor the game against San
Francisco State
As a member of the Big West conference, the Spartans have Lhankr.
to receive an automatic spot in the
NCAA Western Regionals if they
can pull off a conference title.
"The goal is for us to win and
show improvement in every game...
We need to capiMenendez said
talize on out iiii.i,ikes and learn from
them ’
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[KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP (r-" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
Ell 9 AM

TUE S

6PM, SAT 8AM

4 PM

318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 /.3 off Nexxus Products
nomanial Balf11
MILEMESSITED
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Paid employment opportunities available
through the
special Education Student
Assistant Program

Coach sets sights for 200th
By (:reg Rams
Daily staff wrrter

A milestone could he reached this
season for I)ick Montgoniery,
SJSU’s head volleyball coach.
Montgomery. 48. is 23 wins away
from 200 wins as an SJSU women’s
volleyball coach.
"If I can win (23 games), I’ll he
happy," Montgomery said.
Montgomery’s record is 177-86 at
SJSU, with his last five teams winning 20 games or more. The last
seven Spartan teams have made
NCAA tournament appearances, and
in 19)44 the team made the NCAA
Final Four. finishing fourth.
The Spartans have had seven winning seasons out (il the eight years
Montgomery has been coaching at
SJSU, and picked up NorPac Conference titles in 1984 and 1985.
Montgomery has "obviously done
a tremendous job." said Randy Hof’Man, athletic director. Montgomery’s program reflects his job in
keeping the Spartans in the top 20,
Hoffman said.
If this year is like every other, the
Spartans are going to need double
digits in the win column to stay in
the top 20.
"Twenty game wins means we’re
really c(x)king,’ Montgomery said.
"Twenty games would put us in top
10."
Enough wins for 200 will be difficult to get this season, with a shortened schedule and a tough conference.
"We cut matches down a little bit
(from 35 to 271," Montgomery said
about this season.
Last season the Spanans started
off 74) after sweeping the I.ady Ute
Invitational in Utah.
Following the Purdue Tournament, where the Spartans will meet
University of Colorado. Penn Stale
University and Purdue University.
they will face the best in the nation.
After the three games in the first
tournament. "the rest we’re lighting
for our lives,’ Montgomery said.
The Big West conference is always strong, Montgomery said.
Three teams in the conference are

ranked in the top 10 by media and
coach’s polls. University of Hawaii.
University (il Pacific and C’alifornia
State University, I A)ng Beach .
"San Diego State University is
very g(xxl this year," Montgomery
said about a perennially 10th or 1 Ith
nationally ranked team. University
of California at Santa Barbara is "always good." he said.
Even though it is an extremely
tough conference, Montgomery’s
Spartans could reach the 2(X) win
inilestone
" 211 wins is in hack of my mind,"
Montgomery said.
But there are "t(x) many unanswered questions" to really predict how the Spartans will do, Montgomery said.
"lIntil you get them on the flimr,
you can’t tell," he said.
The first indication will be the
Alumni game Friday at 7:30 p.m..
when Montgomery’s new team will
confront SJSU graduates, many of
whom now play professional volleyball.
"I’m hoping we can be competitive with them," Montgomery said.
"The Alumni should be in a position
to beat us."
Montgomery has proven his winning program with a lifetime 267143 record as a volleyball coach. He
started his head coaching career in
1971 at the University of Southern
California for the men’s fledgling
volleyball team, where he coached
for the next three years with a record
of 14- 18.
In
1977 Montgomery began
coaching the men’s team at Cal State
lA)ng Beach and remained there for
four years. He led them to four consecutive winning seasons and top 10
rankings. In 1980 Montgomery
coached Cal State Long Beach to the
NCAA championships, where they
finished third.
Montgomery also has been presi
dent of the American Volleyball
Coaches Association. a former director of the National Youth Sports
Program at Cal State LA)ng Beach
and a director of the national wom
en’s volleyball program for the U.S.
Volleyball Association

A.S. Board of Directors’ Auentlik
A.S. Council Chamber on August 30,1989 at 3:00 I) in
A . Old Business
1. AS 8990-2 Third Reading of amendment Act rii 0 1
2. AS 8990-8 Budget Amendment, report by ad hoc
committee on director’s stipends
3.
AS8990-1 1 Fiscal Resolution, A.S. Awards Banquet
4.
AS 8990-1 2 Budget Amendment, Directors’ stipends
5.
AS 8990-14-1s P.R. Board, non -reverting status
O.
AS 8990-15-2s Fountain Construction account,
non -reverting status.
B. Ncw Business
1.
AS 8990-16 Fiscal Resolution, sports trust accounts
2. AS 8990-17 Legislative Directive, naming SUREC
3.
AS 8990-18 Legislative Directive, seek legal counsel,
women’s athletics
4.
AS 8990-19 Legislative Directive, initial signator,
P.R. Board account

CAMPUS MINISTRY
SUNDAY SERVICES
00:45 am Lutheran Worship -1
i 6:30 pm Catholic Mass
:00 pm Catholic Mass

Spartan Daily file photo

Spartan Coach Dick Montgomery leads volleyball practice

You Should Be Honored.
If

you like to read and talk about
what you’ve read,

If

you took Honors English or a

Humanities class in High School,
come talk with us about

HUMANITIES HONORS
An exciting, integrated 2 year 24 Unit
general education program for Freshmen
and Sophmores.
Look in your catalogue, come to FO 127,
or call 924-4464

SON JOSE STATE UNIUERSITY "BLACKS IN CONTACT’

Application forms available in the
Placement Center
Career Planning
and Sweeney Hall 204

Back

to 001

Specials!

KOH-I-NOOR
Rapidograph pen set
7 pens (000 to 4) in a slim
plastic case

,

STRATHMORE Newsprint pad
18" x 24" 50 sheets List $6 99

1.99

rux *10.99
,’,.4

FLAX

Al I vvtD-1
Ax
purchase A $5 00 value’

pdyt.

in store

Artist Materials

1699 Markel Street San Francisco
Mon Fri 9 00 6 30 Sat 10 00 6 00 (415)864 3529
FLAX DAS 510 East El Camino, Sunnyvale
Mon Sat 9 30 6 00 (408) 736-6400

NEM /uncK
STUDENT ORIENTATION

Communicate In Color
Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies!
Transparencies
Sales Flyers
Even Copy From Slides!

kinkoir

the copy center

FLAX
Swing -arm ramp
List $29 00

101111".6

298-0204

Displays
Charts/Graphs

19.99

FLAX

300 S. lOth Street
(at the corner of 10th and San Carlos)

Presentations

List $119 00

FLAX

PRESENTS

"UNITY IS OUR FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS’

SATURDAY SEPT. 2, 1989
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
SRN JOSE STATE UNIUERSITY
10:00RM - 4:00PM

Open Early, Open Late 7 Days/Week
arly

295-4336
310 S. Third St.
San Jose, Cif 35112
Across from McDonald’s

SPEAKERS ENTERTAINMENT " 1000
for more infometion cell 924-2591
COME TO
SPONSORID

7TM FINNURI ’0411LR HASH’ TONI tf 14
THE ORIEROOM
11:30Pm
041EGFIPII HMI FRAMINITV INC.
P/REENERGE OF PROMOS TO
BENEFIT
MIMS IN CONTACT’

:fly

Spartan Dail)//Wedriesday. August
30, 1989

Sports

Suspension dispute
appears resolved
By Greg Haas
Daay staff writer
The dispute between an SJSU
football player’s father and head
coach Claude Gilbert has been resoked. according to Athletic Director Randy Hoffman.
Jeff Zentner, offensive guard, was
suspended by Gilbert !MI week for
poor performance. according to
printed reports.
lint his father. John Zentner, pro
tested the suspension and threatened
legal action against the school.
Atter a meeting with Hoffman Friday. though. Zentners arguments
have been smoothed over. Roffman
said.
"I let him know it’s the student’s
problem and informed him of students’ grievance procedures," Hoffman said.
The athletic director said that he
didn’t expect MT Zentiter to file a
grievance.

11

John and Jeff Zentner could not be
reached for comment .
Jell fentrier. a scholarship player
who redshirted last year. was suspended by Gilbert tor returning to
fall training camp in poor physical
condition, according to a San Jose
Mercury News anicle
"He returned in very poor physical condition and was unable to perform up to standard." Gilbert told
the Spartan Daily.
fermiers lather was unhappy.
with the suspension and anranged a
meeting with Hoffman. He did not
believe his sorrs physical condition
was a factor in the suspension.
according to the Mercury News.
"We want (SJSU) to admit that a
mistake was made," John Zentner
stated in the newspaper
Z.entner said Gilbert kicked his
son off the team when he had a
"groin lock" injury during practice.
the Mercury News reported.

Daiiy file photo
their head coach at the end of the year, though, and a search is on for
a replacement.
nevi coach is expected to he hired soon.

SJSU swimmer Chris Hoszpader dives into the pool at the start of the
100 meter backstroke in a meet held last season. Hie Spartans lost

Swimmers await new coach
i44

11

’C

By Robert Louis Mallard
Daily staff writer
SJSU will officially appoint a new
swim coach early next week.
The position has been vacant since
Jack Mutimer’s resignation at the
end of the 1988-89 academic year,
said Mary Zimmerman, associate
athletic director.
Mutimer refused to comment
when asked why he resigned from
the head coaching job.
"No one has been formally hired,
but the position has been offered to
one of three candidates interviewed." Zimmerman said.
Fourteen applications were received by the department. she
added.
"We’ve searched for and feel
we’ve found a person with a high en-

ergy level and the ability to motivate
the participants," Zimmerman said.
"We hope to make the program
competitive within three to five
years."
The swimming season will begin
in November.
No assistants will he hired,
according to Zimmerman. hut there
is the possibility of using volunteer
coaches, as in many of the other
sports at SJSU.
The swimming program’s budget
will be increased from $214.0(X) to
$30,0(10 this year. according to Zimmerman.
But the athletic depanment’s
funding
has
been
inadequate.
according to Mutimer, and through
the years he has used fund-raisers to
make up for the lack of money.

"It is impossible to compete on
the Division I level without the adequate funding." Mutimer said. "I
was hired nine years ago as a swimming coach. 1 refused to prostitute
money. It is the responsibility of the
university. The fixithall coach
doesn’t have to do this. ’
"I don’t think minor sports at
SJSU have been treated fairly. SJSU
should not be competing at the Division I level ... If SJSU were to compete at the I)ivision II level. all the
sports programs could be successful...
The team posted a 2-9 record last
season and is 27-63 over the last nine
years.
Zimmerman, however. said that
the team probably would not tinkle
all the money in the existing budget

this season.
We probably won’t MC all of out
scholarship and tiael allotments as
in pre% ious years... /inimerinati
%aid. "We haven’t had
lull com
plement of participants during the
last icy, so,isons "
The hinds not used hy the swim
ming program are transferred to the
athletic department’s general fund
and are redistrihnied to other sports
the billowing yeat . she added.
Mutimer empli.isited that swimming scholarships sluiuld only be allotted to Mose Athletes %hit are of
"scholarship les el. Ile designated
scholarship level athletes as those
who have been at least Junior Na
tional Finalists
"I refuse to give money to just
anybody.- Mutimer
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CATERING

SPARTAN SHOPS
FOOD SERVICE
IS NOW
ACCEPTING

EMPLOYMEN
APPLICATIONS

’
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rijYou can save literally (lays of
work between now and grad
uation. Simply by using an I IP
calculator. Tb keep you from
endlessly retracing your steps,
ours have built-in shortcuts.
Such as the unique IIP Solve
function for creating your own
formulas. Menus, labels and
prompts. Program libraries.
Algebraic or RPN models.

C IBN9 Hewlett hurksr.11

OM Pill I,

1 i 241,r,

Bet ter algorit lints anti chip
design help you finish much
faster and more accurately
than their way So, whether
you’re in engineering, business, finance, life or social
sciences, we’ve got the best
calculator for you. For as
little as $.19.95. Cheek it out
at your campus bookstore
or IIP retailer.

There is a bet t er IA ay

FLEXIBLE
<>HOURS <>
<> ON CAMPUS <>
SPARTAN SHOPS
<> DISCOUNTS <>
<>$4.55 - $6.60 <>

HEWLETT
PACKARD
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
AT ALL SPARTAN SHOPS FOOD SERVICE REGISTERS.

IMP
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World News

Gorbachev warns against Baltic revolt
view trom Vilnius that he and lour
said separatists v. ere leading the hal
tit republics ot Lithuania, Latvia and colleagues met with Bral’auskas on
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trouble
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The Central
Committee said
separatists were
leading the Baltic
republics toward
trouble.

Latvian pany issued a statement calling the pany’s stance "the basis for
concrete action for normali/ing the
social -political situation in the country."
In I.ithuania, the presidium of the
republic’s Supreme Soviet legis
!attire rejected a commission’s find
ings that the incorporation of I ithua
nia into the Soviet Union by Stalin in
1940 was an "international crime.’
livestia, the Soviet government
nov spaper, said the findings did not
take into account Lithuania’s political sit ILIA
in 1939-40, and would
"lead the republic into a political
dead-end and servi: poorly in the
transfer to economic independence."
It returned the Supreme Soviet
commission’s work until a national
panel finishes its review. livestia
said.
Oloms said Gorbachev apparently
vis upset with the findings of the
Lithuanian commission because they
could heighten the legal argument
for full independence.
Olozus said he had an impression
from talking to Bramuskas that Cur -

’Gorbachev is
concerned . . . that
what had happened
so far was worth
supporting, but that
now we’d gone too
far.’
Romaldus Olozus.
Soviet activist
bachev did not entirely support the
strident tone of the Central Committee statement. but that "his reaction
was one of disappointment...
The confrontation with the Kremlin was "inescapable." but the resistance might slow down the Sajudisled drive for greater autonomy, if not
outright independence from Moscow. Gloms said.

Colombian president blames violence on U.S. drug users
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lombia’s foreign minister to formally
request extradition of a key narcotics
trafficking suspect. In Washington,
Colombias itistice minister and Attorney General I fick ’Thornburgh
dis,ussed evitadition and millions of
dollars of S
In knisalem, police on Monday

questioned two former Israeli military otlicers about reports they
traint:d gunmen tor Colombian cocaine bosses
The XV ashington Post, quoting a
coin ’dermal report by Colombian se clink tot, es. reported today that at
least t 1, c [smell and I I
mer-

cenaries helped train teams of assassins for Colombian cocaine traffickers and their right-wing allies.
The amiy on Monday announced
Abraham Majuat, identified as a top
financial man fin. drug dealers. was
detained last week at a ranch not far
from Medellin.

Soviets
clash over
language
KISHINEV, U.S S.R. (AP)
parliament
Moldavia’s
today began considering a
draft law to make the 1(x:al dialect the official language of
the republic, but non -Moldavian strikers find protesters
charged the measure was discriminatory.
Meanwhile in the restive
Bullies. an activist said Monday that President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev cautioned Communist Party officials in Lithuania
against pushing too hard for
autonomy.
Moldavian President Mircha
I. Snegur opened the Supreme
Soviet debate by urging approval of the law without granting
concessions to thousands of
striking Russians, Ukrainians
and other ethnic groups that
comprise more than a third of
the republic’s population.
Around Kishinev, capital of
this republic on the Romanian
border, television sets broadcast the session in both Russian and Moldavian, a Romanian dialect, to attertive
viewers.
The Communist Party newspaper Pravda said Monday that
ethnic activists in Moldavia
are trying to "take power on
the crest of a muddy wave of
chauvinism and separatism."

CORPS

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
you’re looking lot excitement and adventure.
you’ll find it when you enroll in Army RUM It’s
not your ordinary college elective.
Find out more. Contact Ben Harris. Room 308.
MacQuarne Hall, 924-2920
’mi.
t
iN

euecto

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOU CAN TAKE.

"THE SEASON’S SMARTEST
AND FUNNIEST FILM!"
IOC HARP CCM 1SS TIME MAW/ .1

"ONE OF THE BEST OF 1989!
EXCEPTIONALLY ACCOMPLISHED AND WITTY!"

Learn all about
economics,
mathematics and
the perils of
deficit s ending.

"A MESMERIZING FILM!
ASTONISHING. EXTRAORDINARY AND ELOQUENT!"

"OUTRAGEOUS
AND EXCMNG!"
t SAN A RI 011.011 a. WI Ort

"DAZZLING!
HIGH-SPIRITED,
HILARIOUS AND
SCORCHINGLY EROTiC!"

"A TRIUMPH!
THE BEST DEBUT FILM IN
MORE THAN A DECADE,"
JAWS SPAM
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now playing
UNITED ARTISTS
PRUNEYARD
CAMPBELL 371-3020

- -- -- ...--

PIIIIAMeac

Ino passes accepted!

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

AMC

CAMERA 3
CINEMA 998-3300

SARATOGA 6
THEATRE 374-3324

Nothing can improve your
knowledge of finance as quickly
as having your own checking account But there’s no
reason not to have
a good time while
you leam.
That’s why you
should come into
Security Pacific. Because
we’ll gjve you a Fun Time Values
coupon book just for opening

a DiscountBanking- checking
account.
The coupon book gives
you great discounts on
everything from pizza to
comedy clubs. And the
checkbook gives you a
head start on managing
your money.
If you need a little extra
credit, Security Pacific can help
vou there, too. Because we have

Viseand Mastercard’accounts
with special college-level, qualifying requirements. Drop by, fill
out an application, and we’ll give
you a free solar calculator.
A Security Pacific checkbook
won’t orginize your entire life. Just
the part that pertains to money.
open
Monday and Inday 9AM7PM
Tuesday Thunday 9 AM4 PM
Saturday 9 AM1 PM

.6:SECURITY PACIFIC BANK
We want to be your bank tor lie.
019n %ran" No6. %now! Bak %now, PanA

ll.turNuni

,Fromd hamar*

AtimIrnonl Inionshonal rem ot

rritalerrol Minaark tf Vti USA, Ini MeMber FDIC

Security Pacific Bank Representative will be on campus
September 18-22, at table #2, in front of the Student Union.
San Jose Main Office
195 Almaden Blvd.
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State/National News

Bush puts final touches on anti-drug battle plan
KENNEBUNKPORT.
Maine
(API
President Bush. on a business break from hi% vacation. met
with his drug czar and top Cabinet
officers to put the final touches on
his anti-dnig battle plan.
Among the participants summoned for today’s strategy session at
Bush’s oceanfront retreat were drug
czar William J. Bennett, Attorney.
General Dick Thornburgh. Defense
Secretary Richard Cheney, CIA Director William Webster and Lawrence Eagleburger. acting as secretary of state while James A. Baker
III is on vacation.
Bush win unveil the drug strategy
Tuesday in a nighttime televised ad -

dress to the nation, his Ins( as president.
White House officials have said
the plan will cost about
billion
S2 billion above current levels --and
will try to cut oft drugs at the source,
stiffen penalties hir users and expand
treatment for addicts.
Drafts of the speech are being circulated for comment within the administration.
Meanwhile. in Washington on
Monday, Colombian justice minister
Monica de Greiff and Thornburgh
discussed extradition of about NO
Colombian drug traffickers wanted
in the United States and tighter SCCIIrity for judges in her nation

Ms. de Greiff and Thornburgh
also discussed training and equipping Colombian police and armed
forces for the war against the Medellin ctx:aine cartel. the Justice Ikpanment said.
President
Colombian
V irgilio
Barco, in Bogota. put to rest rumors
that Ms. de Greiff had decided to resign in the face of death threats from
drug cartel leaders worried about
possible extradition to the United
States.
The drug traffickers have threatened to kill 10 judges for every trafficker sent to the United States to
face trial.
The White House on Friday an-

Survival unlikely

Whales to get ‘mom’s milk
the worse Sunday with a strange bloating gas andel his
skin, while Alexander was a bit stronger but. like the
other, suffering an ominous low white -cell count. said
Ronde.
they won’t make it," he said
"The best guess is
of the two ailing cetaceans that seemed it) have intentionally heached themselves far inshore from the ocean
depths they call home.
Ronde said Gage suspects that the lungs of the two
may he in ptx)r condition because there is not enough oxygen in their blood.
Nicholas. who has been floating on the surface because of all the gas under his skin. needs "a miracle" to
survive, said Gage.
Meanwhile. Bonde said the creatures appear to he
dying.
Jonathan Sterns. research assistant at the California
Academy of Sciences in San Francisco, said it has been
Authorities said the whales. thought to he members "one of the great finds" for marine experts to have an
of the Blainsville’s or Hubh’s beaked species, probably opportunity to observe the whales.
are one to three years old.
’The chance to see them in the wild is astronomiGage, who previously has made a nipple for a cal." he said. "So to have them this close and observe
beached baby porpoise, will have to come up with a rub- them for this long is very exciting."
If Nicholas and Alexandra survive. they will be reber nipple resembling that of a full-grown female beaked
leased hack in the sea. possibly with radio-tracking dtwhale, F3onde said.
The larger of the two males. Nicholas. took a turn for vices.

VALLEJO (AP) A veterinarian supervising medical treatment of two sick young beaked whales said
Nicholas and Alexandra may beat the high odds against
their survival, if authorities can concoct a special mammal milk.
The pair has been kd "fish shakes" of mashed
squid. smelt. dextrose and vitamins since being found
stranded at San Francisco’s Ocean Beach last Thursday.
But Dr. Laurie Gage, a veterinarian and marine biologist at Marine World -Africa USA, said the whales
that were moved to a concrete tank at the wild animal
park about 40 miles northeast of San Francisco may benefit from a high -calorie. moderate -protein "mother’s
iiiilk."
"They both have a sucking instinct. which indicates
they may he much younger than we first thought," said
Marine World spokesman Jim Bonde.

Assembly saves bars from lawsuit bill
SACRAMENTO (AP) A
pro
posal that would allow lax .iiits
cu.!,
mi
to
against bars selling drinks
ers later involved in drunken driv lig
accidents was rejected by the ,taie
Assembly after foes labeled it as all
unfair bonanza for trial lawyers.

Assemblyman Icily 11 it:dawn’s
AB 585 received only 16 yes votes.
compared to 40 no votes. alter a raucous floor debate Monday. Friedman
said he would try to revive the measure. possibly in a slightly different

form. befifre the Legislature adjournsds 1989 session next month.
ti
h
n isal oh ected
tha rilt
s )tfi n al t ril)iritl d bar owners
hut not
restaurants or hotels
which sell drinks liable for actions of intoxicated patrons.

nounced a $65 million military aid
program to Colombia, while the Justice Department is providing S2 million to help protect C’olombian
judges.
On his daily golf outing Monday.
Bush declined to comment on a
Newsweek report that he had approved a coven action in Colombia
against the drug lords.
"If I discussed covert action, it
wouldn’t he covert and I don’t discuss that kind of thing at all anyway
he said.
Flush on Monday got a firsthand
report from Secretary of Labor Flizabeth Dole and Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole on their

Warsaw with the new leatletship 01
Poland.
Bush said it could take "a lot
more money" than his 8119 million
aid package to help Poland rebuild
its economy.
"Hut it’s also got to take political
refortn.* the president said. "It’s
got to take economic reform so that
when they talk about investment and
privatization, something really happens ’’
Bush praised Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev for being "extraordinarily understanding" of the
change% taking place in Eastern Europe. He said he hopes peaceful
change would continue "not only

outside the Soviet Union, but in
Bush who mei with Lech Walesa
in Gdansk last month. said that the
Solidarity leader visits the United
States later this year. "I certainly
will" meet with him
The president failed again Mon
day to catch a fish. keeping alive .1
streak that has bedeviled him since
his vacation began Aug 16.
But passengers on his boat, in
eluding National Security Adviser
Brent Scowcroft , did land some fish.
White House spokesman Roman po.
padiuk said the lish were caught
"under the expert tutelage of the
presideiii

Voyager images of Neptune
saved by quick adjustment
PASADF.NA I AP) - Voyager’s
pictures of Neptune’s moon Triton
which revealed a unique world of
icy volcanoes
might have been
washed out if not for last-minute adjustments to the spacecrafts cameras, NASA says.
"It wouldn’t have wiped out the
mission, but would have made a lot
of photographs embarrassingly overexposed," said Rich Terrile. an astronomer at the National Aeronautics
and Space Administratio CS Jet Propulsion Lalxwatory. "It would have
been an incredible disappointment."
"’They would have been white
images," Voyager project scientist
Edward Stone said.
Meanwhile, scientists said the
spacecraft found that Triton i% the
coldest body ever measured in the
solar system. and that Neptune has
something in common with Los Angeles: smog.
Only days before Voyager made
its closest approach to Neptune last
Thursday and zipped past Triton on
Friday. scientists recognized that the
frosty surface of Neptune’s largest
moon reflected much more light than
originally expected, said Mary Beth
Murrill. a WI. spokesv. oman.
Engineer% compensated by. %ending Voyager new computer commands reducing the exposure time
on its television cameras Iron) 6.68
seconds to .1 84 seconds for the best

close-ups til Triton. Murrill said
Those photographs revealed that
giant crawls. called calderas. once
oozed an icy hum of lava that
flooded thousands of square miles of
lunar terrain. They also lound what
scientists believe are active ice volcanoes that explosively propel frozen nitrogen particles 20 mile% skyward.
During its Neptune encounter,
Voyager’s cameras disco% ..red six
moons in addition to Triton and Nereid, which were discovered from
Earth. They also found three thin
rings of debris and five broad rings
encircling the solar system’s founhlargest planet.
NASA engineers are investigating
the feasibility of reprogramming
Voyager to take a snapshot of the entire solar sy stem somemne in the
coming months. said I.anny Miller,
manager of the flight engineering office
Voyager was to he 2.76 billion
miles from Earth and 4.55 million
miles behind Neptune on Wednesday night. speeding toward the edge
of the solar system at 17.568 mph.
Voyager 2’s ultraviolet detector
determined ’Triton’s surface temperature is 400 degrees below zero
Fahrenheit. making the moon "the
coldest body we have seen in the

solar sv
said Roger Yelle of
the Univ ersity of Arizona.
Scientists believe Pluto and its
moon Charon are the second -coldest
bodies in the solar system.
Voyager also found smog on Neptune.
Sunlight hitting natural gas, or
methane, high in the planet’s wino
sphere convens it into a 90-mile thick icy layer of photochemical
smog at the bottom of Neptune’s
stratosphere. said Jim Pollock, an
imaging Irani member from NASA’s
Ames Research C’enter in Mountain
View.
"Photochemical smog exists any
place we’ve heen that has an atmosphere." imaging team leader Bradford Smith said of other planets and
moons.
"In Los Angeles. the problem is
it’s happening way. down low where
we have to breathe it in amounts exceeding anything we’ve seen except
on Titan," he said. referring -to Saturn’s smoggy moon.
Voyager’s close encounter with
Neptune last week capped its epic
tour ot the tour outer planets. including Jupiter. Saturn and Uranus. The
probe was launched in 1977 along
with us twin, Voyager I which explored only Jupiter and Saturn.

It Takes Two
Two dollars. That’s it,
that’s all it costs to
see the most exciting
volleyball around...
if you’re a student. Two
dollars lets you cheer
on the Lady Spartans
as they look for their
eighth straight NCAA
tournament appearance,
their eighth conference
championship and their
eighth consecutive top
twenty finish. Two
dollars, that’s it...not a
whole lot of money for
a whole lot of action!

Home

1989
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1
19
6

7
10
14
24
27
28
10 & 11
14
17
18

Schedule
Alumni ($1 Admission)
St. Mary’s
*Long Beach State
*UC Irvine
California
*Fresno State
Stanford
*Cal Poly, SLO
*UC Santa Barbara
*Hawaii
*UOP
*Cal State Fullerton
*San Diego State

All Home Matches Begin
at 7:30 in Spartan Gym.
Individual Game Prices:
Adult -Gold
$5.00
Adult -Blue
$4.00
SISU Student/Youth
$2.00

*Indicates Big West Conference match
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Fountain: Work starts

Film turns spotlight on SJSU

"Then the paver will be installed
as part tit the ring encompassing the
fountain." Ringe said. "The number of rings installed depends on the
number ot payers engraved, which
can he purchased by anyone on campus through order forms available in
our Alice or in the (Associated Students) business office. ’ ’
The llllll um of pavers sold thus far
totals 435, the spokeswoman said.
Besides the engraved pavers being
added to the fountain, it will have
other neW features. such as a new
design in the heads that emit water.
While the tild fountain had only
011C jet pad, the new design has five
whi,d, will lift the water.

Marquee
VOIll 1,11,0’ I

N Ben Weinberg
( ’rev% members from " A Touch of 11’ing," a movie partially’ filmed al S.IS 1

Daily staff photographer

gather in the nien’s gym for a shoot

600 students, local residents recruited
Ity %Wei Nlaraguni
paiiy statt writer
As next spring approaches. look
bit SJSU to appear at a men ie theater
nem you.
Ior nine days in mid -August. independent film producer Steve Eccelsine has been shooting part of his
new movie "A Touch of Wing" all
over campus

1)ubbed ’The Karate Kid goes to gym. Numerous shot, of the area
col lege.
according to liccelsine. around SJSt I were also filmed.
the I
is about an underdog young
Eccelsine said he came to SJSU to
man in a karate tournament "It has make his film because he was
a little more sophistication than ’The looking for something "fresh and
Karate Kid,’ ’’ Eccelsine said.
different ’ And it is the first time
Portions of the film were shot in SJSU has been uset1 in a movie, as
I)udley Moorehead Hall and in tar as Ire Kirov, s.
Royce Hall, and the big tournament
To fill the arena in the big tournascene was filmed inside the men’s ment scene the film crew pin out 3

Aid

their loans, the consequences can be
severe.
"The federal government vv ill go
after the student .’ Shoemaker said.
"They can take their tax relunds.
garnish their wages, or take them to
court.
"You really can’t get :1V1:1 from
it. If you’re participating in stmety
in some way. they’re going to get
you -- unless you go live on a hill
somewhere."
Most of the default problems.

/hi

"A lot ot students just don’t graduate," Shoemaker said "And they
lust don’t make it through ’
In addition to not graduating.
Silldellk tall 10 110tify lenders
ol addles. dianges or changes in
their giadnation dates. %stitch often leads to delault. Shoemakei said
And tor 1tlil\C %OW 1,111 to repay

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly ?
Try our self-paced learning programs in French,
German, I lebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units/semester
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab/car/home. Text tapes, software and video.

BASIC SPANISH
4A, 4B, (3 units each ) VIDEO-AUDIO begin
or review. Practical conversation. No formal
class. Study in lab/home.

Call 924-4602
or come to Foreign Languages at
Sweeney Hall #219

WE AL,WAYS
NEED LEADERS
11xt Air Forte is kroking kw
pelts
navig,ators
missileers engineers ...
managers and ... nxim. Our positions ant important. Nfill can get one
thmugh Air Inrce ROTC
As an Air Force ROTC cadet. yt sill he trained
in leadership and management pract ars Vitt may
also apply II w our scherlarship program that helps pay
college egienses, plus PM) per acadisnic nionth, tax free.
After graduation. you’ll have all the prestige and responicer ’Ault disoNer a new world
sibility of an Air FOrll’
whew yuull be challenged to met ... and nsvarrted w your
success Let us give you the details today
COLLECT
408-924-2964

Ail4F
Iradrnhip Fareilrince Starts Hew

however. have centered around proprietary’ and vie...animal schools, not
said Proprietary.
universities, Ry
hat e high de
and vocational st
thev are costly to
fault rates Ix\
attend and students tail to oniplele
their educatii ins
Attention:
Creative, Energetic
& Hardworking
People
Be an Ambassador for
the Pavilion Shops!
Advertising, Marketing,
and Public Relations
majors are needed
immediately to assist
with the promotion
of the Pavilion Shops.
Flexible hours and a
great opportunity.
Send resume by 9/8
to 211 S. First St.
Sj, CA 95113.
Attention:
Scott Givens

call fin- anybody who wanted to be
an extra. Nearly 6(X) students and
local residents showed up over the
three days the scene was shot.

"II is great publicity for the campus. said Mike Stuart. a junior majoring in industrial technologies.
"We need more P.R. (public relations). A lot of people don’t know
what the campus has to offer."
Because it is a pernianent architectural feature of the university.
the blue marquee had to he approved
by everyone from "the guys who
have to mow around it . . to the architect from the California State
University system." Jenkins said.
"The art deco look was hard to
get," he said. "Everything at the
university is so standard: square
black posts, blue signs with white
letters."
But some students don’t like the
marquee’s style.
The
mishmash ()I colors is
John Schlichting, a marketing senior. "It could have been
something more along the lines of

more aesthetically pleas ing, Ringe said
There will also he three lights in
the base of the fountain, which will
give oft 1.500 tvatis of light.
"The lights will probably be run
during the week only and will he run
on a timing system," Runge said
Yet to be installed in the fountain
is a new pump and a filter system,
which will operate from the base
’tient of Tower Hall, he said.
Because the fountain will run on
recycled water, arrangements have
been made for SJSU to get this water
from IBM. How the water will be
transported is a problem SJSU offi-,
cials have yet to solve, Ringe said.

the school architecture.’ ’
Gregg Boot, a senior majoring in
with
agreed
design.
graphic
Schlichting. When informed that the
idea was conceived in 1970, he commented that "it looks 19 years old."
A number of campaigns to get the
marquee huilt were defeated after the
initial one in 1970. according it) Jenkin,. who unsuccessfully attempted
it once before the sign was finally
complete.
"Last year was tny final year as
director of theater." Jenkins said.
"My parting shot was to get the marquee in the dirt."
Five different surveys had it) be
done to ensure that no electric. gas
or water lines would be hit, Jenkins
said. Nonetheless, a water line was
ruptured, flooding San Fernando
Street during construction.
University officials put in electricity at no cost, Jenkins Naid. Had they
not, the 2,000 letters. which are
hand placed the old-fashioned way.
would not have been purchased at
this time

Collapse kills 1, hurts 12
at W. Hollywood work site
WF.ST HOLLYWOOD (AP)
A
construction site collapse sent an avalanche of wet concrete hurtling onto
panicked workers. killing one and
injuring 13 others. authorities said.

"A Touch of Wing" is set to he
completed in Novetnber. and alRescuers using shovels and bare
though it does not have a distributor. hands scrambled to free
buried
it is slated for release in (he early workmen after a 40-by-60-foot
mass
part of 1990.
of plywood decking. steel reinforcing hats and wel concrete r’.o e way

Monday morning, authorities said.
But one man covered h.v. concrete
for nearly an hour could not he re
vived after he was pulled from the
wreckage.
James /rola. 29, of Canoga Park
suffered massive head. chest and
back injuries and was dead on arrival
at Cedars -Sinai Medical Center in
Los Angeles. hospital spokeswoman
Paula Correia said.

SJSU’S AWAIZI) WINNING

Is holding AUDITIONS for qualified musicans who have
good reading skills, and can improvise in the Jazz Idiom.

AUDITIM SCHEDULE
Saxes, Trumpets, Trombones:
Wednesday Aug. 30, I :30-3:30

pm

Rhythm Section and All Horn Players.
Friday Sept. 1, 1:30-3:30 pm
Concert Hall (Music Room 176)
Perforni in Jazz Concerts & Festivals and earn 1.0 Unit Credit.
This ensemble performs various modern jazz styles with a
emphasis on Latin -Jazz-Fusion.

For more info. Call Dan Sabanovich 924-4680

Real Italian.
Deficious home made Italian
specialties for breakfast,
lunch and dinner.
A()
ir
\W
V(
\V’

*

10% Student and Family
DISCOUNT
(based on minimum purchase)
1st and San Fernando St.
between 1st and 2nd

287-5092

MAC & PC
RENTALS
Computer Lab is
Full or Closed,
Term Papers,
Homework, & Other
Requirements
Daily to Quarterly Rates
10/e student discount
Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
539 S. Murphy

Sunnyvale

It’s a BED. It’s only
The VANGUARD 0; the FOOT alternative to sofa-beds, that easily changes from sofa, to chaise, to bed in
seconds it s morc compact, more versatile, more fun! Complete with 61/9" thick 12 layer staple cotton blend
futon The Futon Shop, the Bay Area’s leader in sofa -bed alternatives with more than 40 exciting style/wooci
combinations and 300 interchangable decorative covers Sit, Lounge, Sleep, RELAX! On a futon today!

r/1
1 he

FutionShopu

San JON 3390 Stevens Creek Blvd (by Winchester) 296-8989 1080 Blossom Hill Pd
(by Almaden) 978 5696 MiF 10 8 Sat 10-6 Sun 11.5 MUVISNAE/DISCOVER

11
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Accord may be near on
tobacco tax spending

Aaron Malchow

Hardbrow’s Class
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AGAIN!

SACRAMENT() (AN An Assembly -Senate committee generally
has agreed on a spending plan for
most of the estimated $6(X) million
generated by the Proposition 99 tobacco tax, but lawmakers said more
work is needed before the proposal is
ready for Gov. George Deukmejian.
On Monday, the six -member conference committee approved the bulk
of the funding in the proposal, including more than $320 million for
health care services for the needy.
But lawmakers from both parties
cautioned that "substantial major
policy differences" still confront the
Democrat -dominated
t wo-housc
committee. and that Gov. George
Deukmejian has yet to give his blessing to the omnibus package. Legislative leaders are scheduled to meet
with the governor on Thursday.
The Assembly -Senate conference
committee "has approved about 90
percent of the funding. and I’d say
we’re pretty much near agreement
on the rest of it," said Assemblyman
Phil Isenberg, D-Sacramento and the
chairman of the panel. "The dollars
have been agreed upon, but we still
have some tough issues remaining."
lie added.

Senate Republican Leader Krn
Maddy of Fresno, a member of the
conference committee. agreed.
Among the unresolved issues is
the proposed division of S60 million
to reimburse doctors for their services to patients who cannot afford to
pay. At issue is how the reimbursement money should he divided
among county and private physicians.
"This is very important to us,"
said Karen Coker. a representative
of the County Supervisors Association of California. "It’s a key component in building and maintaining
the quality of care."
Lawmakers said they hoped to
have a fin101 agreement approved by
the I.egislature before both houses
adjourn for the year on Sept. 15.
Isenberg’s bill, AB75, is the vehicle for dividing up the money generated by Proposition 99, the voter-approved initiative that more than
tripled cigarette taxes to 35 cents a
pack and increased taxes across -the hoard on other tobacco products, including snuff, cigars and chewing
and pipe tobacco.
Among the broad funding categories approved by the committee

were:
$323 million and
Between
S33)1.1 million for the states program to provide health care to the indigent, including funding for hospitals. physicians and unallocated
accounts, divided up proportionately
among the counties.
$20 million for community and
free clinics. Facilities receiving
these funds would be required to
serve children referred from state
programs.
$10 million for dental services,
including funds to reimburse dentists
who serve out -of .county ptior residents and foreign nationals.
Maintenance of a 5 percent reserve in each of the accounts funded
by Proposition 99.
$20 million. raising the funding
level per case to double the poverty
line, for prenatal and perinatal care
for poor women served by the state federal MediCal program
A set -aside fund. to be spent at
the discretion of the Legislature to
meet Proposition 99 requirements.
But the size of the fund has not been
determined and is a key unresolved
issue.
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He said today that the increase
would be 20 to 25 percent, later
specifying a range of 28 cents to 32
cents for the new rate.
The cost of mailing a letter rose
from 22 cents to 25 cents in the
spring of 1988 and a new increase
effective in 1991 would continue the
recent policy of increases every three
years.
Any increase must he approved by
the independent Postal Rate Commission in a complex process that
takes as long as 11 months. ’Thus, to
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That means two
more Christmases
at the 25-cent rate.
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Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

Stamp costs likely to rise
WASHINGTON (A1)1 - The cost
of a first-class postage stamp will
likely rise it) 28 to 32 cents early in
1991, Postmaster General Anthony
Frank said today.
That means two more Christmases
at the current 25 -cent rate for firstclass letters, Frank said on NBC TV’s "Ttxlay" show.
Frank had said previously that the
Postal Service would apply for a rate
increase sometime next year. to take
effect in 1991, but had not specified
the amount.
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Committee approves speaking fee ban Biology: Investigation
tional officers -- including the governor.
lieutenant
governor.
treasurer. secretary of state, controller, superintendent of puhlic instruction and the member% of the state
Board of Equalization. It does not
apply to local officials. who are already covered under Fair Political
Practices Commission regulations,
among other laws.
The proposed amendment would
ban honorariums, or speaking fees.
and would impose a limit of $250
per year from any single source.
other than family and personal
friends. on gifts which lawmakers
could accept. The gifts limit would
include the cost of meals or other en-

SACRAMENTO (AP) --- A Senate committee speedily approved and
sent to the full house an ethics proposal that would ban speaking fees
and limit gifts to state lawmakers
and elected officials, including the
governor.
’The Senate Appropriations Committee approved the proposed constitutional amendment. SCA32 by Sen.
David Roberti. D -Los Angeles, in a
9-0 vote and sent it to the Senate
floor. The measure requires voter
approval in 1990 before it can become law.
Robertis proposal would apply to
members of the Assembly and Senate, along with the state’s constitu-

hut it’s better than anybody could
come up with."

tenainment provided lawmakers by
lobbyists or other groups. The proposal would also limit all earned income to 30 percent of annual salaries.
It would also establish an independent commission to set future salaries. All of the members of the commission would he appointed by the
governor.
Sen. Bill Lockyer. D -Hayward.
member of the committee. said he
was concerned that all the commission members were gubernatorial appointees. "I guess there’s no alternative," Lockyer said.
"Think about it and you’ll see."
Roheni said It’s not the best idea

plan approved last week .
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In July. wildlife investigators
twice searched the SJSU Herpetology Museum in Duncan Hall.
which houses a collection of
mounted and preserved reptiles.
They seized more than 300 rare
and protected (lead reptiles.

Boundy admitted to violating
federal law hy bringing four live
rattlesnakes into California in
1981. according to Special Agent
Ken McCloud of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Services.

In May. agents seized nine
birds fn)m Balgooyen’s home and
office. A U.S. Fish and Wildlife
official claimed that Balgooyen
did not have the permits necessary to capture and kill the
seized birds. which included a
redii-taaliglemd,yenh.aswako.ivitie, were re.
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W’illiam Andrew Ford. 29, of
Campbell, and William Frank
Meyers, 33, of Arizona, pleaded
guilty in federal court in San Jose
to charges that they conspired
with Boundy.
Ford pleaded guilty Aug. 10 to
charges that he conspired with
Boundy to violate federal wildlife
protection laws by helping collect
Meyers
specimens.
reptile
pleaded guilty to conspiring with
I3oundy to bring two ridge -nosed
rattlesnakes into the United States
from Mexico.
tenNceedither man has been sen-
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San Jose State University," Fullerton said. "The university does
not in any manner authorize. encourage or condone illegal activity.’’
No disciplinary action has been
taken by SJSU against either
Boundy or Balgtx)yen. according
to Richard A. Staley, university
public information officer.
Federal agents claim that some
of the reptiles that Bountiy collected were alive. according to
court documents.
In the 11 -count indictment.
Boundy is accused of transporting, receiving and possessing 64
endangered species of reptiles. If
convicted on all charges. Boundy
faces a maximum sentence of 19
years in federal pnson and S1.3
million in fines, according to a
statement released by the U.S.
Attorney’s office.
Boundy is an assistant curator
at the SJSU Herpetology Museum
under Balgooyen. The indictment
against Boundy charges that he
collected various protected reptiles from New Mexico. Utah.
Texas and Oregon. The list includes a western rattlesnake, diGila
rattlesnake.
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liFIRUT, Lebanon AI’)
A
tanker carrying desperately needed
fuel for Lebanon’s besieged Christians was struck by Syrian shellfire
today and set on lire as it tried to run
a Syrian blockade under the cover of
darkness, police reported. Nine
crewmen were reported missing.
The incident touched off a fierce
five -hour artillery battle between the
Syrians and the Christian forces of
Gen. Michel Aoun in and around divided Beirut.
Police said three people were
killed and 16 wounded in the barrage. which dwindled to intermittent
monar and machine gun exchanges.
That raised the casualty toll since
fighting erupted March X to at least
795 people killed and 2.263
wounded.
’The spokesman said he had no information on the ship’s tonnage. registry or owners.
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Roberti. the president of the Sen
ate and the leader of the majority’
Democrats, has said that the public
would perceive that the commission
was pushing for raises for legislators
if the panel contained members appointed by the Assembly or Senate.
Roheni has also indicated he
hopes for quick action in the Senate
so that negotiations can begin between the Senate and the Assembly
on merging the two major ethics proposals currently in the Legislature
Robeni’s SCA32 and a an Assembly
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Check Please
Great football
action is on the
bill for the 1989
season. The
Spartans will be
serving up some
great football
moments for
everyone to
enjoy. Place
your ticket order
today and cash in
on the fun. Call
924-FANS or
stop by the
Spartan Athletic
Ticket Office.

cREDrrs

when you open aWells Fargo
Checking Account and Credit Card.
Free ATM Checking" during sumnier months.
Free Credit Card membership for 6 months?

3
4
5

Tickets now on sale
for the following games:
Student Price
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov

23
30
7
28
18
25

vs
at
at
vs
vs
vs

Pacific
Stanford
California
New Mexico
Cal St Fullerton
UNLV

$5.50
$8.50
$10.00
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50

Faculty/Staff

FreeWells FargoT- shirt.
FreeWHAM-0’ Frisbee’
"Free Bike" Sweepstakes. 100 winners.

Head for the Wells Faigo booth on campus or your nearrst Wells Fargo
office betbre Sept. 29, 1989, for this incredible students -only deal. Promotional
giveaways while supplies last. No purchase or financial transaction necessary to
enter sweepstakes. VOW where prohibited or where housemother says no.

$8.50
$16.00
$16.00
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50

’Easy to qualify!

’
.,
r

WELLS FARGO BANK
The Spartan Athletic Ticket Office is open 9:(X) am to 5:00 pm
Monday through Friday. Located in the men’s gym at the comer of
4th and San Carlos.

San Jose Main Office
121 Park Center Plaza

277-6407
C,1989
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0
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